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MODULE DESCRIPTION
The SEM/Ion Chamber Current Digitizer converts a small

input current into a frequency directly proportional to the amount
of current. The current source can be a secondary emission monitor
(SEM) or an ion chamber placed in a beam line to measure the
particle beam flux. The output signal is a NIM level square wave
that is applied to a totalizing counter. The counter is cleared
immediately before the spill commences. The counting continues
over the beam spill and the count at the end of spill is a direct
integration of the total amount of beam flux that passed through
the SEM or ion chamber.

The current digitizer contains circuits to generate a gate to
control the totalizing counter using the accelerator clock timing
signals. T5 opens the gate and resets the counter while T6 closes
the gate and inhibits the counter. The GATE signal is NIM level
and the RESET is TTL as required by a JORWAY 211 CAMAC
quad scaler module.

Additional circuits for safety interlocks are incorporated to
monitor the beam intensity and disable the beam should the
intensity exceed a preset level. As required for safety related
circuits, the circuitry that monitors the levels is redundant for
enhanced protection against failure. Non redundant circuitry is self
tested every machine cycle and the accelerator time pulse inputs
are monitored for missing pulses.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Charge to Frequency Converter

The charge input of the module is sent through a 51 ohm
resistor followed by a .1 microfarad capacitor to ground. The
resistor terminates the line impedance to minimize reflections of
any high frequency energy present in the signal. The capacitor
provides a low impedance AC ground for the termination, and
helps to collect the charge for conversion by swamping out the
distributed capacitance of the transmission line. A transient
suppressor is connected across the capacitor to prevent arcs or
static discharge from damaging the electronics. The charge is
applied to the inverting input of the electrometer amplifier AD549K
through a 1OOK resistor. A 34 meg feedback resistor provides a
conversion of 34E-06 volts per picocoulomb of charge per second.

The output from the electrometer is connected to the input
of an AD537KD voltage to frequency converter through a low pass
filter. The low pass filter consisting of a series 10K resistor and a 10
uf capacitor to ground attenuates high frequency noise and stray
AC hum in the signal. Additionally it integrates the intensity signal
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to collect and hold the charge from fast spills. 
The V/F is calibrated to an output frequency of approximately 1lKHz per volt 

up to a maximum of 1llKHz. The conversion factor of a typical SEM is 1 picocoulomb 
of charge out per 3.333E+7 protons. Overall this converts to a frequency of 11KHz per 
flux of lE12 per second. The conversion factor of a typical ion chamber is 10 
picocoulomb of charge out per 3.333E+7 protons. Overall this converts to a frequency 
of 1lKHz per flux of 1Ell per second. See the conversion charts at the end for specific 
details on proton flux, voltages and frequencies. 

Self Test 
The self test circuit tests the electrometer every accelerator cycle and operates 

immediately after T6. T6 triggers monostable U41A which times for 1 millisecond and 
provides a short delay to avoid tripping the intensity interlocks after a spill 
measurement. When U41A times out it triggers monostables U40A and U41B. U41B 
through buffer U35B operates relay RL7, the self test current relay, for 500 milliseconds. 
U40A provides a 250 millisecond delay for the electrometer to settle while a small test 
current is applied to the electrometer input through R38 and RL7. A voltage window 
comparator circuit consisting of buffer U17, comparators U18 and lJ19, and reference 
U20 measures the output from the electrometer and compares it against an upper limit 
of 10 volts and a lower limit of 9.5 volts. If the window comparator sees a voltage 
outside the limits, the output goes low. When U40A times out, U40B is triggered 
generating a 200 nanosecond sample pulse clocking latch U34A. The output from the 
window comparator is connected to the data input of latch U34A. U34A controls relay 
RL5, the SELF TEST FAIL relay, through buffer U35A. If the electrometer fails, the 
output of the window comparator will be low when U34A is clocked. The low is 
transferred to the output of U34A and the output of buffer U35A goes high dropping 
the relay and extinguishing the NORMAL LED. The output of U34A also pulls the 
CLEAR of U34B low making the output low and lighting the SELF TEST FAIL LED. The 
circuit clears itself at T6 following the first successful self test, picking up the relay and 
lighting the NORMAL LED. The trip status LED remains lit until manually reset to 
indicate to the operator that a trip has occurred and the nature of the trip. 

Integrated Intensity Radiation Interlock Comparators 
The output from the electrometer is also connected to two monitor circuits that 

integrate the voltage representing the beam flux and compare the level to a preset upper 
limit. I will describe only one since both circuits are identical and are duplicated for 
protection against single component failure. 

The voltage signal from the electrometer is buffered by a unity gain inverting 
amplifier U7A. The output of the buffer is applied to the input of an integrator U7B with 
an integration constant of 1 second. Resetting of the integrator is controlled by a CMOS 
switch U9 which is driven by buffer U29B. The switch shorts the integration capacitor 
C8 beginning at T6 and continuing to T5. At T5 the switch opens and allows the 
integrator to integrate the voltage output from the electrometer. The resulting voltage 
at the output of the integrator is directly proportional to the total beamline particle flux. 
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The output from the integrator is connected to a comparator U8. An adjustable reference 
voltage is applied to U8 which is supplied by UlO. The comparator measures the total 
integrated flux and compares it to a preset limit. If the integrated flux exceeds the limit, 
the comparator output goes low and sets the PRESET of latch U27. U27 holds the trip 
status until T6 when the data is transferred to a second latch U28A. If the flux exceeded 
the limit, the output of U28A goes low pulling the CLEAR of U28B low lighting the 
RADIATION TRIP LED, and pulling the input of buffer U29A low. The output of U29A 
goes high dropping RL3, RADIATION TRIP A relay, and extinguishing the NORMAL 
LED. The circuit clears itself at T6 following the first spill below the intensity limit, 
picking up the relay and lighting the NORMAL LED. The trip status LED remains lit 
until manually reset to indicate to the operator that a trip has occurred and the nature 
of the trip. 

Missing Pulse Detectors 
There are two missing pulse detector circuits, one for T5 and one for T6. They 

monitor the accelerator timing pulses and generate a trip condition if no pulse is 
detected before a preset timeout period. I will describe only one since they are identical. 

T5 is applied to the START input and is buffered by U42A. The pulse is directed 
to monostable UlA which is edge triggered. The monostable generates a pulse only if 
the state of the START input changes from low to high preventing a continuous high 
level on the input from being mistaken for a timing pulse. UlA generates a 1.5 second 
control pulse for U2, an eight bit presettable up/down counter. Since the counter preset 
is synchronous, the control pulse must be long enough to guarantee that a 1Hz clock 
transition will occur during the preset pulse. The inverted output of UlA is connected 
to control input SO of U2. The inverted output is also connected to U39C which inverts 
the level and applies it to the Sl input of U2. The non inverted output of UlA was not 
used for this function because the timing skew between the Q and Q bar outputs could 
cause the counter to clear instead of preset if a 1Hz clock transition happened to occur 
exactly at the same time as a preset pulse. When a pulse arrives triggering UlA, the SO 
input is set low and the Sl input is set high. When the clock input on U2 goes high the 
counter is loaded to the setting of the delay setting switches into the counter. When UlA 
times out, SO goes high and Sl goes low. This returns the counter to the count down 
mode. The counter is clocked by the 1Hz astable oscillator U3, and counts down toward 
zero. If a timing pulse comes in before the count reaches zero, the counter is reloaded 
and starts over. If no pulse is received, the counter continues to count down and when 
it reaches zero generates a borrow pulse that pulls the CLEAR on latch U23A. The 
output of latch U23A goes low holding the status as the counter continues to count 
down. The counter underflows through zero to its maximum of 255 and counts down 
as long as no more pulses are detected. The output of U23A pulls the CLEAR of U23B 
low lighting the MISSING START LED, and pulling the input of buffer U24A low. The 
output of U24A goes high dropping RLl, the MISSING START relay, and extinguishing 
the NORMAL LED. The circuit clears itself when a T5 pulse is again detected by 
reloading the counter and presetting U23A back to a high state. Resetting picks up the 
relay and lights the NORMAL LED. The trip status LED remains lit until manually reset 
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to indicate to the operator that a trip has occurred and the nature of the trip. 

Bias Voltage Monitor 
The bias voltage monitor is a related safety circuit that was packaged in the 

Current Digitizer module for convenience. The circuit measures the bias voltage applied 
to the beam monitoring device and compares it to preset upper and lower limits. If the 
voltage goes too high or low a trip condition is generated. A voltage divider at the SEM 
or ion chamber samples the bias voltage supply for the device and reduces the voltage 
by a factor of 100. The sampled voltage is sent back differentially to the CD on a pair 
of RG 58 coax cables. Input protection is provided to the bias voltage monitor in case of 
a failure of the divider circuit. 

The signal is connected to differential amplifier U47 which has unity gain and is 
used to provide ground isolation and immunity to common mode noise. The differential 
amplifier output is connected to a voltage window comparator circuit consisting of 
comparators U44, U45 and reference U43 that measures the bias voltage sample and 
compares it against preset limits. The upper limit is adjustable from 0 to 1 kilovolt and 
the lower limit is fixed at 20% below the upper limit. The set point is adjusted to 10% 
above the desired operating voltage and the window is + or - 10% If the window 
comparator sees a voltage outside the limits, the output goes low. At T6 the state of the 
window comparator is sampled by latch U37A. U37A is connected to latch U37B and 
buffer U38 which operate the same as the other relay/LED circuits. A trip causes RL6, 
the BIAS VOLTAGE FAIL relay, to drop. The bias voltage monitor resets itself at T6 after 
the bias voltage comes back into the correct range. 

Gate Generator and Quad TTL to NIM Level Converter 
The gate generator is a flip-flop of two NAND gates. It generates an alternate 

state output to gate the Quad Scaler module and is used by various circuits for internal 
timing control. It goes to a high state at T5 and low at T6. There are two identical gate 
generators for protection against single component failure. 

The quad TTL to NIM level converter provides the proper voltage/current levels 
required for operation of the Quad Scaler module. Two separate identical buffered NIM 
GATE and PULSE TRAIN output signals are available. 

The RESET output is a buffered inverted start pulse provided to clear the Quad 
Scaler module. The RESET is at TTL levels. 
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TESTING and CALIBRATION 
Charge to Frequency Converter 

Install jumper blocks one each at JMPl, JMP2 and JMP3 in position “B”. Apply 
power to the module but do not supply timing pulses. Allow the module to stabilize for 
10 minutes. Connect the negative lead of a precision digital meter to the metal can of 
U15. Leave Jl, the signal input, open and measure test point 4. Adjust R30, the 
electrometer offset pot, for a null of less than .l millivolts. Connect a precision DC 
reference supply through a 100 megohm 1% resistor to the signal input Jl. Set the 
reference to zero volts. Measure J9 the pulse train output with an oscilloscope and adjust 
R34 the V/F offset pot until the pulses stop. Set the reference to -1.000 volts. Measure 
the output frequency at J9 with a frequency counter and adjust R32, the V/F span pot, 
until the output is 3333.3Hz. 

Self Test 
Verify that nothing is connected to Jl. Jumper pin 6 of RL7 to ground. Measure 

TP4 and verify a reading of between 9.6 and 9.9 volts. If not replace R38 with the next 
larger or smaller value depending on whether the voltage is too high or too low 
respectively. Measure J13, the ELECTROMETER OUT Lemo on the back panel and verify 
that the voltage out is the same as measured at TP4. Remove the jumper when the 
voltage is correct. 

Integrated Intensity Radiation Interlock Comparators 
Apply START and STOP timing pulses with the following parameters: START to 

STOP=15 seconds, STOP to START=15 seconds. 
Connect a precision DC reference supply through a 100 megohm 1% resistor to the 
signal input Jl. Set the reference to -3.00 volts. Measure TP4 and verify a reading of 1.02 
volts. Measure pin 7 of U7 with an oscilloscope. At the START pulse the voltage should 
be zero and begin to rise. The voltage should rise linearly and after 10 seconds should 
be at 10.2 volts and continuing to rise. At the STOP pulse the voltage should return to 
zero. Measure TPl and adjust Rll for 5 volts. Monitor pin 5 of U27 with an oscilloscope. 
Set the input voltage reference to zero and wait two cycles for the second STOP pulse. 
The RADIATION TRIP A should read normal. At the second STOP pulse, apply -3.00 
volts to the input. Monitor the oscilloscope, and at the next START pulse the level 
should be high. After 5 seconds the level should go low. At the following STOP pulse 
the RADIATION TRIP A should indicate a trip. 

Repeat the procedure for channel B as follows: 
Connect a precision DC reference supply through a 100 megohm 1% resistor to 

the signal input Jl. Set the reference to -3.00 volts. Measure TP4 and verify a reading of 
1.02 volts. Measure pin 7 of Ull with an oscilloscope. At the START pulse the voltage 
should be zero and begin to rise. The voltage should rise linearly and after 10 seconds 
should be at 10.2 volts and continuing to rise. At the STOP pulse the voltage should 
return to zero. Measure TP2 and adjust R20 to 5 volts. Monitor pin 5 of U30 with an 
oscilloscope. Set the input voltage reference to zero and wait two cycles for the second 
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STOP pulse. The RADIATION TRIP B should read normal. At the second STOP pulse, 
apply -3.00 volts to the input. Monitor the oscilloscope, and at the next START pulse the 
level should be high. After 5 seconds the level should go low. At the following STOP 
pulse the RADIATION TRIP B should indicate a trip. 

Missing Pulse Detectors 
Set SW1 to F and SW2 to 0. Apply a START pulse. The MISSING START status 

should be normal and after 15 seconds trip to a fail. Apply another START pulse. The 
MISSING START should clear to normal. 

Set SW3 to F and SW4 to 0. Apply a STOP pulse. The MISSING STOP should be 
normal and after 15 seconds trip to a fail. Apply another STOP pulse. The MISSING 
STOP should clear to normal. 

The delay settings on the missing pulse detectors are set in hexadecimal notation. 
To set the switches for normal operation, refer to the hexadecimal to decimal conversion 
chart at the end of this manual and set the switches to the desired delay. The delay 
should be set to twice the expected accelerator cycle time. SW2 is the most significant 
digit and SW1 is the least significant digit for the START detector. SW4 is the most 
significant digit and SW3 is the least significant digit for the STOP detector. 

Bias Voltage Monitor 
Apply START and STOP pulses as you did above when calibrating the integrated 

intensity Interlock comparators. Measure TP3 and adjust R66 to 8.8 volts. Connect a DC 
reference to the BIAS MONITOR inputs, - to J3 and + to J4. Set the input to 8 volts. 
Following the next STOP pulse the BIAS VOLTAGE FAIL should be normal. Set the 
input voltage to 7.1 volts. At the next STOP pulse the BIAS VOLTAGE FAIL should be 
tripped. Set the input to 8.9 volts. At the next STOP pulse the BIAS VOLTAGE FAIL 
should be tripped. Set the input voltage to 8 volts. At the next STOP pulse the BIAS 
VOLTAGE FAIL should be normal. 
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Radiation Trip Setup 
Common Setup Procedures 

To set up the radiation trip levels, determine the type of detector to be used, 
either a SEM or an ion chamber. Refer to the SEM or IC Conversion Constants chart at 
the end of this document depending the detector to be used. Look up the PROTON 
FLUX level you want to limit to. Move across to the ELECTROMETER OUT column and 
read the voltage listed there. Set the trip level adjustments to the ELECTROMETER OUT 
voltage listed in the chart. If the level is not listed, divide a lower value of flux that is 
listed into your desired value and multiply the ELECTROMETER OUT voltage listing 
for the lower value by the result. 

Setup Examples: 

To set the Radiation Trip to lE+ll protons maximum using a SEM: The 
ELECTROMETER OUT is listed as 102 millivolts for lE+ll. Measure TPl 
and adjust Rll to ,102 Volts. Measure TP2 and adjust R20 to ,102 volts. 

To set the Radiation Trip to 4E+ll protons maximum using a SEM: The 
ELECTROMETER OUT is listed as 102 millivolts for lE+ll, four times that 
is 408 millivolts. Measure Tl’l and adjust Rll to .408 Volts. Measure TP2 
and adjust R20 to ,408 volts. 

To set the Radiation Trip to 2E+12 protons maximum using a SEM: The 
ELECTROMETER OUT is listed as 1.02 volts for lE+12, twice that is 2.04 
volts. Measure TPl and adjust Rll to 2.04 Volts. Measure TP2 and adjust 
R20 to 2.04 volts. 

To set the Radiation Trip to lE+B protons maximum using an IC: The 
ELECTROMETER OUT is listed as 1.02 millivolts for lE+B. Measure TPl 
and adjust Rll to 1.02 millivolts. Measure TP2 and adjust R20 to 1.02 
millivolts. 
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Missing Pulse Detector 
The missing pulse detectors are usually set up for a delay of about twice the 

Accelerator cycle time from one T5 to the next T5 pulse. The settings are done in 
hexadecimal notation. To setup the delay times in decimal seconds, refer to the 
Hexadecimal to Decimal Conversion chart at the end of this manual. Look up the 
desired time in one of the DEC columns and read the HEX column next to it for the hex 
equivalent. Set the rotary switches Sl, S2, 53, and S4 to the hex value. 

Setup Examples: 

For a delay of 46 seconds, the HEX equivalent is 2E. Set SW2 to 2 and SW1 
to E, and SW4 to 2 and SW3 to E 

For a delay of 65 seconds, the HEX equivalent is 41. Set SW2 to 4 and SW1 
to 1, SW4 to 4 and SW3 to 1 

Bias Voltage Monitor 
To set the bias voltage monitor, determine the operating voltage of the chamber 

to be used. Divide this value by 100 and add 10%. Measure TP3 and adjust R66 to the 
calculated voltage. 

Setup Examples: 

For an Ion Chamber operating at 800 volts. 
800v/100=8 
10% of 8=.8 
B+.B=B.BV Adjust R66 to 8.8volts 

For a SEM operating at 150 volts. 
150v/100=1.5 
10% of 1.5=.15 
1.5+.15=1.65V Adjust R66 to 1.65 volts 
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Summary of Fault Indications and Associated Causes 

The fault indicators are latched. When a fault occurs the NORMAL light goes out 
and the TRIPPED light comes on. With the exception of MISSING START all faults clear 
automatically at the reception of a STOP pulse when the conditions that caused the fault 
return to normal. MISSING START clears at the reception of a START pulse. When a 
particular fault has cleared, the NORMAL light comes on but the TRIPPED light stays 
lit to indicate that a fault condition had been present but is now normal. When an 
operator has visited and inspected the module and noted the fault, then the TRIPPED 
indication can be cleared manually by pushing the DISPLAY CLEAR button. All faults 
with the exception of MISSING START and MISSING STOP take effect at the next STOP 
pulse. This is to prevent an abortion of the beam during spill. MISSING STOP and 
MISSING START take effect immediately since under this condition the time of the spill 
is unknown. See page one for a layout of the display and connection locations. 

MISSING START-- A START timing pulse has not been received within the expected 
amount of time. This means that T5 has not been received by the module before a preset 
timeout period of about two accelerator cycles long. Clears at the reception of a START 
pulse. 

MISSING STOP-- A STOP timing pulse has not been received within the expected 
amount of time. This means that T6 has not been received by the module before a preset 
timeout period of about two accelerator cycles long. If both MISSING STOP and 
MISSING START are faulted then either the clock is missing or the clock pulse decoder 
CAMAC module such as an 096 is bad. Clears at the reception of a STOP pulse. 

RADIATION A-- The intensity of the beam has exceeded the preset limit for at least one 
pulse. Clears at the first STOP pulse following a spill less than the limit. 

RADIATION B-- The same as A. B channel is a redundant backup for A. 

SELF TEST-- The module has detected an error in the non spill time test voltages 
internally. This could be caused by a failure of a component in the module, or by a 
problem with the SEM or associated cabling. To determine which, disconnect the signal 
input lead to the module and wait for two accelerator cycles to go by. If the fault clears, 
the problem is with the SEM or cabling. A shorted SEM signal cable, a SEM that is 
ground faulted to its mounting, or a SEM that is breaking down will cause a self test 
failure. If the fault does not clear the module has failed. Clears at the first STOP pulse 
following a successful self test. 

BIAS VOLTAGE-- The bias voltage supply to the SEM is too high or too low. The usual 
operating bias is -800 volts. A level other than plus or minus 10% of this voltage will 
cause a trip. The most likely cause is a failure of the high voltage bias supply. The bias 
voltage is sampled by a 100 to 1 voltage divider connected at the SEM. If the power 
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supply is normal check the divider and wiring. There should be about -8 volts measured 
from BIAS MON HIGH (plus meter lead) to BIAS MON LOW (minus meter lead). Clears 
at the first STOP pulse following a measurement of normal bias voltage. 

DISPLAY CLEAR-- This pushbutton clears the latched fault status on the display. It has 
no effect whatsoever on the faults or condition of the module, it only turns off the 
TRIPPED indicator lights after they have been noted and the status is currently normal. 
TRIPPED lights will immediately relight after releasing the clear button for faults that 
are still present. 
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Summary of Input and Output Connections 

FRONT PANEL 

RESET OUT-- This is a TTL low true output that is used with a 211 Quad Scaler module. 
This signal is connected to the 211 reset input. 

BIAS MON HIGH, BIAS MON LOW-- This is a differential analog input pair that is used 
to monitor the bias voltage on the SEM or ion chamber. The high voltage is divided 
down to a safe level by a resistor network located at the SEM or ion chamber and 
applied to these inputs. 

START-- This is a high true TTL input that is used to trigger the module to start a 
measurement cycle. The input is normally T5. 

STOP-- This is a high true TTL input that is used to trigger the module to end a 
measurement cycle and transfer the status of the faults to the status and interlock 
outputs. The self test cycle is also done beginning at the STOP pulse. The input is 
normally T6. 

GATE OUT-- There are two identical separately buffered NIM level gate signals. The 
GATE OUT is used with a 211 Quad Scaler module to control the counting of the pulses 
only during spill. The GATE OUT is connected to the INHIBIT input of the 211. The 
GATE OUT goes low at the reception of a START and high at the reception of a STOP 
pulse. 

PULSE OUT-- There are two identical separately buffered NIM level pulse train outputs. 
The pulse frequency from START to STOP represents the amount of current and 
therefore the beam intensity applied to the SIGNAL IN. Immediately following the STOP 
pulse is a self test cycle during which the pulse train jumps to a high frequency for 500 
milliseconds and then settles back to the normal level. The PULSE OUT is normally 
connected to an INPUT of a 211 CAMAC module. 
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BACK PANEL 

STATUS-- A Burndy GOB 12-88 PNE, eight pin connector is mounted on the back of the 
module to provide for remote status of each of the fault conditions. There is one 
normally closed low current relay contact for each of six faults. Each contact opens to 
indicate a trip condition. The pins are connected as follows: 
A--Missing Start B--Missing Stop C--Rad Trip A D--Rad Trip B 
E--Self Test Fail F--Bias Voltage Fail G--Status Common 

ELECTROMETER OUT-- A Lemo connector mounted on the back of the module 
between the STATUS and INTERLOCK connectors. A buffered signal from the output 
of the electrometer is available primarily for testing and troubleshooting. This signal can 
be used in special cases where an analog signal is desired instead of or in addition to 
a pulse train. 

INTERLOCK-- A Burndy GOB 10-4 SNE, four pin connector is mounted on the back of 
the module to provide for remote status to the beamline safety interlock system. 
In the usual configuration, the A LOOP interlock trips with any of the following faults: 
MISSING START, RADIATION A, SELF TEST 
In the usual configuration, the B LOOP interlock trips with any of the following faults: 
MISSING STOP, RADIATION B, BIAS VOLTAGE 

The connector pins are assigned as follows: 
A--Supply Common B--A Loop Interlock (Normal=-12 Volts, Tripped=0 Volts) 
C--Supply Common D--B Loop Interlock (Normal=-12 Volts, Tripped=0 Volts) 
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